Digital Photography Photo Sets

Create “photo sets” to provide additional visual learning options using digital photography. A “photo set” is a small group of personalized classroom photographs representing targeted, high interest words that would be helpful for young children to know. A photo set is created by taking photos in the early childhood education program, and can help children who are learning to speak to communicate by using the images to learn and practice the words the images represent.

Photo sets might include photos of the following:
- Classroom people (portraits of children/teachers)
- Learning centers/toys
- “First words” (words commonly used in the classroom such as cubby, toilet, eat, sleep, etc. that can help children communicate about important needs and activities).
- New vocabulary words related to topics of study children are interested in, or current projects.

Using a photo management program, create an “album” for each photo set, making it easier to access and use these sets of photos in a variety of ways. It can be a timesaver to print out a contact sheet with several images on a page, and to print out several sets for various projects. For example, a photo set of classroom people (portraits of children/adults) photos can be used to create the following:
- A predictable book (This is my friend…)
- Memory game (A matching game)
- Cubby signs (To help label the environment)
- Name cards (With the image and name)
- Graphing activities (with a block or magnetic piece for each child, to display their vote in graphing activities).
- A digital book on the computer with a slideshow showing the photo and a recorded voice speaking the word. Slideshows can be easily duplicated, so one slideshow might have the words read in English, and the second slideshow might have the words read in another language.
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